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T
hose of you familiar with the history of the hard

stuff will know that, whatever about the

formation of the state, the 20th century was far

from kind to our national beverage. Trade barriers,

prohibition, competition from blended scotch and a host of

other economic factors put paid to what had once been the

world’s premier distillate and eventually left our nation’s

snifters with very few fluids to remember it by. But thanks

to some relentless work from Ireland’s surviving producers,

some keen creative upstarts, and a reemerging global palate

for the pure Hibernian drop, Irish whiskey seems to have

finally risen from the ashes of its old industrial pyre and

emerged as the fastest growing spirit on earth. With new

distilleries popping up like weeds and with the public

growing ever more curious about what exactly makes these

different distillates so delectable, we’ve committed to

making 2016 the year to make the society’s steady growth

bear full delicious fruit for all our membership.

Taking in suggestions, responses, and outright dramming

demands, we’ve planned a range of events from Cork to

Dublin that we hope will be worthy of the historical year

that’s in it and Irish whiskey’s reawakening. From guest

speakers to intriguing liquids to offbeat members’ events to

what we hope will be our most impressive bottling to date,

we’re looking to make 2016 the year to toast. If you have

any friends who have been toying with the prospect of

membership, this is the year to join. We promise. If you

would like to contribute to or lead a tasting of your own, we

are still openly accepting new ideas from all society

members. In Cork, there are already two top tier tastings on

the horizon for one of the country’s most revered old

classics and for the entangled involvement of the whiskey

industry during the Easter Rising itself. In Dublin, we’re

punctuating a calendar full of passionate individual projects

with four keystone events commemorating each of the “Big

Four” Dublin distilleries that once made the city a

household name among connoisseurs across the world.

Wherever you live and whatever tastings you are able to

attend, we’re sure we’ll have something to entice your

palate. For starters, here’s a quick taste of what we’re doing

and we’re about to do in the next two months!

Sláinte,

da’news
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Newmaking History

There’s plenty ofhistory being made and made a

fuss over in our society these days. With the

country’s 100th birthday right around the corner,

we’re getting into the spirit (or the spirits) of

things with what looks to be our most exciting

calendar since our own declaration of

whiskeypendence in 2009. With historically

themed tastings planned in both Cork and

Dublin and with landmark moments in Irish

whiskey’s current surge rising up every other

week, we felt that both the dusty casks ofthe

country’s liquid heritage and the volatile

newmake ofour shared resurgent spirit deserved

their own issue.

Newmaking 2016 Whiskey, Rising!

Happy Easter!
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Cork Event:
The Month of the Irishman
March 30th, The Coqbull, Cork

A decade hasn’t passed since the launch of The

Irishman whiskey brand in 2007. Success has been swift

indeed and we’ now witness a thriving Carlow distillery

spitting out delicate newmake to keep up with demand!

Year after year, new expressions have emerged to bolster

the original liquid stable - the first Irishman Cask

Strength in 2008, Writers Tears in 2009, the Cask

Strength Writers Tears in 2011 and the Irishman 12 Year

Old in 2012. Tonight, our friends from Royal Oak will

treat us to a tasting of their full, expanded repertoire.

However, the main attraction will be their Secret

Whiskey - the launch of something entirely new and

something rather special indeed.

Dublin Event:
Northern Exposure
March 31 st, Wynn’s Hotel

It has been five years since our society honoured

its members with a Bushmills tasting. During that long

silence, we’ve never had a distillery representative to

guide us through the range, but times have changed with

Bushmills now in very new corporate hands. For March’s

tasting, we shall have the eloquent Seamus Lowry Esq. to

give us the low down on what’s going on up there. It's

"Old Bushmills" school time. Their long history aside,

Bushmills were once just as well known for modern

innovations such as the use of crystal malt or their

Caribbean rum and Millennium casks. They’ve been dead

quiet for a few years with no major change to the line-up,

but for a distillery that has survived this long, these past

few years are just one more blink in the long game of

their first rate range. Tonight, Seamus will be discussing

both classic single malts such as the stunning 16 & 21

and treating us to some new expressions currently

maturing in their simultaneously archaic and

experimental warehouses way up north.

Dingle Event:
Inaugural Dingle Chapter Tasting
April 1 st, John Benny’s Pub

April has rolled around again and with it our annual trip to Dingle, Kerry. Members who have travelled in

previous years will recall the warmest of welcomes the society receives in the town and this was to the fore when we

visited John Benny’s last year where the music, craic and of course the whiskey were in constant flow. This time,

however, there’ ll be far more than a tasting to attend as the citizens of the southwestern peninsula kick off the first event

of their own regular chapter! Officially formed on March 4th with a full committee and plenty of passion, this will be

their first chapter meeting so lets give them a warm welcome into the fold with plenty of support from any members who

can make it from Dublin and Cork. The event takes place the weekend after Easter this year and so may give members

an opportunity to relax after the long weekend. If previous year's Dingle tastings are anything to go by, this is the start of

a great weekend in Dingle. Don't forget while you're down there to congratulate the chapter members and to visit our

shared society cask ofmaturing malt now maturing in the Dingle Distillery.

For a full look at the lineup or to book a seat, please log onto: https://irishwhiskeysociety
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Cork Event: 1916 Rising Centenary
Rebels & Whiskey
April 25th, The Hidden Attic @ Reardens Bar

100 years to the day, we will host a special

tasting to commemorate this momentous event in Irish

history. On Monday morning, 24th April 1 916, rebel

forces occupied the GPO, hoisted Republican flags and

read aloud a Proclamation of the Republic. For six long

days the sights and sounds of cannon, bullet, and flame

choked the air as Dublin city came to a virtual standstill.

1 916 Dublin was the epicentre of the famous Irish Pot

Still whiskey world: chiefly the "Golden Triangle" area

that encompassed John Jameson's Bow Street distillery,

John Power's John's Lane distillery, George Roe's

Thomas Street distillery and William Jameson's

Marrowbone Lane distillery.

How did the Rebellion affect those distilleries? What was

the whiskey like in 1916? What were the stories that

linked whiskey with rebel? On the night, we will talk a

little whiskey history and we will have two particular

highlights. First, we’ll sample the latest 2016 Irish

Whiskey Society bottling - the aptly named

"Marrowbone Lane". This bottling seeks to recreate the

older style of Pot Still whiskey that at one time was

beloved the world over. Secondly, we will treat ourselves

to the limited edition Green Spot 10 Year Old. In the old

days, Mitchell's wine merchants would send their empty

wine barrels to Jameson for filling and, once matured,

would sell them labelled with their own Spot whiskey

brands.

Unlike the more widely known Green Spot, this rare 10-

year-old version was limited to just 1 ,000 bottles from a

number of carefully selected casks. It was released as a

celebration bottle to commemorate 200 years of trading

at Mitchell & Son's, originally on Kildare Street in

Dublin, very close to the battles that took place around

St. Stephens Green.

Dublin Event:
Navigating High End Blends
April 28th, Wynn’s Hotel

For the past few decades, the Single Malt has

been regarded, rightly or wrongly, as the apex of

sophistication, complexity, and flavour in Scotch whisky.

Amidst all that hype, have the flavour possibilities of the

supposedly humble Blend and lesser-spotted Blended

Malt been ignored? For every mediocre malt on the

market, how many offbeat concoctions and masterful

mixtures go unreported — left to languish in the shadow

of the big brand blandness we too often associate with

blending as a concept. From the subtle cauldrons of

Scotland’s classic vattings to the avant-garde experiments

of the category’s most notorious rule breakers, we’ll be

navigating our way through that under-advertised fluid

with the glass bottle Compass of one of its most infamous

champions. Tonight, the Society’s own Luke Gough

hopes to educate, inform, and delight with a selection of

some of the finest blends and blended malts available

today, featuring the creations of The Compass Box

Whisky Company. Does Single Malt Scotch deserve to

stand alone or should its siblings join it on the pedestal?

Join us on the 28th and decide for yourself! "

General Announcement:
New Chapters? New Chapters!
Spread the Word!

The West’s Awake and the Southeast’s Even

Sunnier! Know anyone in Galway, Dingle, or the

Southeast that might be interested in participating in our

three young fledgling chapters? Following the launch of

our Southeastern and Galway chapters, we’re very keen

to get the word out to all resident whiskeyphiles that the

IWS is on the spread. If you have any queries,

suggestions, or requests regarding either of our two new

chapters, please contact:

Willie Murphy (Southeast) liamriomurchu@gmail.com

Finn MacDonnell (Dingle) finnov8@hotmail.com

Ken Quinn (Galway) kenquinn@eircom.net
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young, but it’s growing quickly and although the standard

of public education is still a little sadly low considering

the unsung brilliance of the national drink, society or no

society, even that seems to be changing.

No, I’m not describing ourselves. It’s sometime

in the early 1980s and you’re a member of the Scottish

Malt Whisky Society. Strange as it may seem, before the

1970s, single malt scotch was virtually unknown outside

the cabinets of a few obsessive collectors in Scotland

itself and, although the financial might of the big blended

industry had sown a financial stability into Caledonia’s

distilling landscape that still seems unshakable forty

years on, the world was only just beginning to discover

the aromatic labyrinth of the diverse malts that formed

the bloodstream of those same major brands.

In 1978 a group of friends met in a kitchen
with a single cask of rather promising
Glenfarclas and a shared conviction

that the unfiltered flavours of their national maltscape

were not only worth exploring but even championing as

the birthright of Scotland’s unsung ‘vintages of the

north.’ While branding teams and blenders alike had

sought for almost a century to achieve absolute

consistency among their market-tailored products, Pip

Hills and his fellow liquid archaeologists sought to seek

down and bottle the idiosyncratic exceptions and to

preserve those little malt miracles in single cask bottlings

first for themselves and, by 1983, for anyone who wished

to join them in their venture. In that same year they

purchased an Edinburgh headquarters in the Vaults of

of the lubricated world. With major

internationals investing millions every other

month and flavourful new expressions coming

on stream with no signs of stopping, you find

yourself sitting in a room with a group of

likeminded spirits sipping a single cask

masterpiece you’re shocked the distillery never

decided to bottle themselves. The society is still

Celtic Cousins
Together in
the Cask
fter decades of international neglect,

the culinary brilliance of your favourite

drink has become the liquid hot topic
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Powersful History
ongratulations, thanks, and applause are due in

equal measure to Rachel Lindsay and Willie

Murphy for their phenomenal handling of the

Leith, where their vaulted cellars and impressive bottle

library soon put them on the map of global fine drinks.

Today, their sleek green bottles, eccentric labeling, high

selection standards and unashamedly anoraky ethos have

become an iconic part of Scotland’s single malt

renaissance. It was our absolute pleasure to invite our

Celtic cousins, (and in many respects older siblings,) to

Dublin this January for a tasting led by society chairman

Charles MacLean. For those who were unable to attend,

Mr. MacLean came armed with a
range of handpicked bottlings and

treated us to a full night of aromatic
astonishment

and first rate banter that, fingers crossed, we’ll hopefully

return sometime in the not too distant future.

For those who enjoyed the night, we similarly hope this

will be the first of many such collaborations as our

feedback from the membership has been massive. We

have much to offer each other as societies and even the

first in our four part commemoration of 1916 Dublin’s

“Big Four” distilleries: John Powers and Son. Founded in

the 18th century when city fringe publican James Power

flared up a pot still behind his premises to make liquor for

his guests, the Liberties distillery (later incorporated by

his son John Power) stood for over a century as a

landmark example of Irish distilling’s best made liquids.

When Alfred Barnard came to visit in the 1880s, he

referred to the firm’s old make as the best whiskey, Irish

or Scottish, “that we had hitherto tasted” and, right up to

the building’s sad closure in the 1970s, the chewable oils

of the distinctly distillate-driven Powers style remained a

newsletter that you’re reading was inspired by the

SMWS magazine Unfiltered (which is well worth a read

if you’re ever scrolling through the greater whiskey

blogosphere). Special thanks are due to Charles himself

for flying to Dublin on such short notice and for putting

together such a fantastic lineup for our attendees. As a

certain American actor who should never have switched

from scotch to martinis once said to the camera, “I think

this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship”…

C
central artery in the beating heart of Irish whiskey’s

national pulse. Neck and neck with Bow Street for the

world’s affection during Dublin whiskey’s golden age,

the John’s Lane liquor was always the firm favourite

among drinkers at home. Even after the brand became a

blend, the distillery closed, and the mega-invested

Jameson finally overtook it in domestic sales (something

that didn’t happen until the 21 st century! ) John Powers

lingered on the tongues of his followers as ‘a whiskey

drinkers whiskey.’ As whiskey drinkers ourselves, it’s

high time we gave that legacy a tasting worth the name.

Thanks to Willie’s antiques, Ger’s irrepressible passion,

and Rachel’s superlative organizational skills, at

February’s Dublin meeting I’d fairly say we did precisely

that. With a line-up augmented from Mr. Murphy’s
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bottomless collection and with a venue arranged between

Ms. Lindsay and her old alma mater, we gave homage to

Powers whiskeys

ancient and modern

on the sacred

grounds of the

disused John’s

Lane distillery

itself (now the

National College of

Art and Design).

Rising to the occasion in spectacular form, IDL’s

Ger Garland led us through a flight of familiar

masterpieces with John’s Lane ancestors side by side

with single cask pot still exclusives like the airport

Aviation and the delicious Celtic Whiskey Shop 16 year

old.

After the flight, Peter White gave us our first

preview glimpse of the upcoming 2016 IWS bottling in

reflection of its ties to both the old distilleries of Dublin

and the heavier distillates that have become so vital to

Midleton’s relaunching of the Powers pot still range in

our own times. Although already up for preorder, the

bottles themselves will become publically available later

this spring and the official unveiling will tie into the

second of our four part series, this time commemorating
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the Marrowbone Lane distillery. Before the Powers

tasting began, attendees were also invited by the college

to walk through an exhibition of prospective whiskey

labels designed by their own students and even to take a

brief tour through the disused (or rather reimagined)

grounds past the hulking pot stills that still form such an

imposing reminder of Dublin whiskey’s once Powersful

past.

Aside from the ever generous Mr. Garland and

the rest of our friends at IDL, special thanks are due to

the NCAD, not only for allowing us to drink on a college

campus but for all their long and respectful efforts to

preserve the heritage and industrial aesthetics of the

John’s Lane site itself. From the old steam engine to the

pot stills to the building we were sitting in, John Powers

still casts a long shadow over the campus and, if the sips

of the night are any testament, over Irish whiskey’s

present and future. For those who missed it, we’ll be

revisiting the grounds on our annual whiskey history

walk later this year. From a more fluid perspective, Willie

Murphy will be corroborating with our Cork chapter on a

rather staggering Redbreast tasting currently planned for

May with a similar focus on the more historical bottlings

of a longtime Irish stalwart. If even half the old bottles

he’s looking at end up on the bar table, it should certainly

be a landmark tasting in our own brief history…
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Silent History:
(What More Tullamore Really Means)

e’ve done it. The rest of these drinks are on me.

Today is a red letter day.” See what lengths we

go to in order to make this newsletter work? I

was interviewing Tullamore Dew’s global brand

ambassador John Quinn in a bar and he’d just glanced up

from a text message informing him that the brand had

just broken the one million cases per annum barrier and

joined Jameson (roughly 5.1 million cases as of June

2014 - June 2015) at the top table of international sales.

As with many things relating to our number two brand

(not least of all the liquid), the landmark seems to have

gone largely unnoticed in the whiskey scene at home.

Nevertheless, this is big news for Irish whiskey –

certainly bigger news than the announcement of one

more “artisan” distillery with no distiller, no still, and no

discernable plans for the actual distillate…

And it’s not just a tick on the sales chart of an

already successful brand. For all the attention the press

has given to the expanding Irish whiskey business and all

the new investors promising new projects of varying

scales, our national spirit’s future is still something of a

riddle wrapped in a suspiciously pretty gift box. The kind

of thing the Riddler used to leave for Batman in the

action comics. Green, inviting, slightly mysterious, and

in this case almost certainly stamped with a Jameson

logo.

Although Irish whiskey is the fastest growing

drink in international spirits, the 6.7 million cases sold in

2014 still look suspiciously like an awful lot of Jameson

and the possibility remains that what we’re really

witnessing is the eruption of a single brand and its

W
adjacent embering. Many new entrants have sought to

carve a space for themselves on top of the shoulders of

the Jameson giant, but very few have really managed to

walk beside (nevermind away) from him and even

Diageo’s handling ofBushmills never seemed to yield the

promised rival in global sales. Last month, Tullamore

went further than any other brand so far to confirm that

it’s Irish whiskey that has a future, not just Jameson.

Although far behind labels like Jameson and Powers at

home, the Offaly blend has made itself a resilient feature

of eastern European bar scenes and has quietly worked to

fight off space for Irish whiskey in uncharted territories

that will no doubt become targets for our next generation

of eager distillers and their marketeers. The sheer

paradox of their success without much real domestic

attention speaks to the truly international role that Tully

plays in the wider resurgence and the underrated

significance of that success for the Irish brands, both

established and upcoming, that the Irish drink instead.

It’s not a recent breakthrough either. For the last

thirty years at least, Tullamore Dew has been getting

itself (and Irish whiskey) out there internationally with

marketing briefcases and very determined boots on the

ground. In the 1950s, the original B. Daly Tullamore

distillery was fairly on its knees. Having recently

invested in a column still (1 948) in a last ditch attempt to

compete with the Scots, they had also shifted focus (and

an increasing portion of their whiskey) toward a honey

liqueur called Irish Mist and even renamed themselves

The Irish Mist Liqueur Co Ltd. Placing most of their faith

and remaining resources in the only market that seemed
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to have a bit of life in it, the company closed the distillery

with most of their devalued barrels earmarked for Mist

and the ancient Daniel Edmund Williams brand

eventually ended up in the sideline production hours of

the Powers distillery on John’s Lane. It was there that

John Quinn would have first encountered the product as a

Powers employee. Homeless, marketless, and distilled as

the second son of a soon-to-close Dublin distillery with

too many of its own problems to count, its rather amazing

that the brand survived at all. For some reason known

only to themselves, when Irish Distillers formed in the

60s and slowly solidified an Irish monopoly, they seemed

to consider the label worth keeping along with Powers,

Paddy, eventually Bushmills, and of course Jameson

itself. Between those bleak decades and the optimism of

today, Irish whiskey has clawed its way back into bar

shelf relevance. From the diversification that resulted

from John Teeling’s Cooley distillery (and the

Competition Authority’s early refusal to let it be bought

for closure by Midleton themselves) to the prodigious

success of New Midleton’s diverse production strategy,

the Irish whiskey category is thankfully nothing like what

it seemed when Tullamore closed. Even to the likes of

ourselves, interested more in the sips than the market

slips, the landscape is a foreign country to the dismal

offerings of a few decades back. But there’s still

something strange about the fate of old Tully.

From today’s house ofmirrors of repackaged Tyrconnells

and discreetly sourced liquids by upstart ventures all

seeking some liquid, its difficult to remember how

peculiar it looked, in the 1990s, that Midleton were

producing for a brand they didn't own. Sold to Cantrell &

Cochrane in 1994, the bumped around blend was

something of a market outsider. For all the credit given to

Cooley for the tidal change in Irish distilling, John Quinn

still argues that it was this crack in the old Midleton

monopoly that really set the pavement for a lot of what

we’re witnessing today.

In America, Tullamore Dew is everywhere. Even

when the brand had very limited offerings above the

middle shelf, it was building new roads for Ireland and

quietly aiding the emerging public taste for the

(significantly reimagined) Irish whiskey style. If the 1994

sale was a silent landmark, it was nothing in comparison

to the brand’s purchase a few years back by Scottish

whisky stalwarts William Grant. Not only did the

purchase diversify the landscape of internationals at stake

in Irish distilling’s future, it swept the table clean of

whatever the brand’s future appeared like until then. With

a state of the art distillery plopped without a second

board meeting into the whiskey’s home town and a

rapidly expanding range of experimental offerings,

Tullamore seems determined to solidify its holdings in

the growing Irish pie and, most importantly of all, it

seems determined to bake new pies when it can’t get a

slice. When I last saw Quinn, we were at a press

release for their new single malt line, consisting of a 14

and an 18 year old, clearly sourced from a certain Antrim

establishment, left to age in a range of madeira, port, and

sherry casks. The malts are coincidently both delicious.

Beyond the whiskeys themselves, the press release – to

which they’d invited every other whiskey writer in

Europe and America – was a clear statement of intent

from a brand determined to break new ground. Then

again, that’s precisely what they’ve been doing for the

last twenty years. For those of you interested in where

Irish whiskey might just be headed in the near and distant

future, keep one eye fixed on Tullamore Dew.
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favourable that you might even have asked for a small

one along with that pint. But what’s actually floating in

the bottles on the shelf?

First you’ve got your distillery labels. Powers

“Gold Label” might cost a little extra, but with those

surplus pennies came the promise of provenance.

Nobody’s over-watered it to get more from the cask and

you know where it came from. But Dublin 1916 was

also littered with the innumerable house-bonded labels

of the pubs themselves. If we’re to credit the commercial

allegiances sported on their mirrors, most of those

bottles would still have been sourced from familiar

names like John Powers and John Jameson. Ask the

publicans a few more questions, however, and you’ll

also start hearing

recollections of a peculiar

firm called Dublin

Distillers Company Ltd

— an amalgamation

formed in 1891 between

the “William” Jameson

distillery on Marrowbone

Lane (who were already

referring to themselves as

The Dublin Distillers

H

The Spirit of the Age
(Or Whatever Happened to Marrowbone Lane?)

ave you ever noticed just how many more

Powers mirrors than Jameson’s decorate

Ireland’s pubs? Ever seen a Dunville’s

“shamrock lassie” poster or a D.W.D. mirror on your

way to the jacks? The snug corners and long back walls

of our older watering holes are some of the subtlest yet

clearest giveaways as to what it might have been like to

ask for a whiskey in Irish distilling’s prosperous past.

Any members with an eye for the auctions will have

heard about the bottle of D.W.D. that recently sold for

15,000 euros and any with an ear for history will already

know the story of Dublin’s Edwardian pot still titans, but

have you ever wondered what that world was like for a

casual tippler like one of ourselves?

Picture it. The year is 1916. You’re sauntering

down Sackville Street (now O’Connell St.) of a fine

gloomy Saturday, soberly clutching a hard week’s wages

instead of a glass. To your right is the General Post

Office looking perfectly innocuous and to your left is

Clery’s, where you might responsibly spend those

shillings on a pound of butter (2 shillings) or even a new

shirt (2s/11p) instead of the 5 pence pint of porter you

decide to buy instead. (It’s been a long week after all and

a likeminded spirits society won’t exist for another

hundred years.) If you’re in the IWS today, the odds are
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Company) with their ancient Roe distillery rivals on

Thomas Street and the recent upstart Dublin Whiskey

Distillery on Jones’ Road. If that sounds like a few too

many Dublins for one sentence, it’s worth remembering

that in a world that still regarded Dublin pot still as the

crème de la Irish cream of international craythur, the

D.D.C. owned more property and produced more annual

distillate than Jameson and Powers combined. Ever seen

a bottle ofMarrowbone Lane? Neither have I.

Today, the D.D.C. is as dead as the dodo and,

slightly more curiously, it seems to have left our nation’s

pubscape with scarcely a reminder that it was ever there

at all. Bar a few DWD mirrors mostly clustered around

Phibsboro and Fairview, the DDC seems to have been

overshadowed not only by its Dublin rivals but even by

distant Belfast blends. The Roe distillery in particular

seems to have left almost no commercial detritus in the

wake of its collapse. Was nobody drinking the stuff? Did

they just not advertise?

In 2016, Marrowbone Lane is a
labyrinth of housing estates,

industrial developments, and a few
fragments of stonewall that may or

may not have belonged to the
distillery.

Jones’ Road has been converted into an apartment

complex by an architecture firm now based in the same

building and (probably much to the posthumous glee of

longtime rival Arthur Guinness) what’s left of Roe’s is

now split between more housing estates, the Digital Hub,

and some spare Diageo property. For all those Dublins

and all that whiskey, the city those distillers were so

proud to call home has swallowed their dregs with barely

a hangover to remember them by. So what in the name of

William Jameson and all his Sons happened?

If, having left the pub, you were to have walked

those streets in 1916, you would have seen a very

different landscape. Mirrors or no mirrors, the prospect of

the D.D.C’s impending future would have been almost

unviewable. The Marrowbone Lane distillery alone

stretched for 14 acres across a labyrinth of cutting edge

equipment, maltings, and adjacent bonded warehousing

binding the Liberties to the banks of the Grand Canal.

With barley shipped in along the same waterways that

shipped its bottles out to Canada, India, Australia and

beyond, “William Jameson Whiskey” was still the runt

distillery of the three part D.D.C. and its vast stocks of

pot still were only a fraction of the company’s enormous

reserves. The idea that all that fluid wouldn't have

flooded at the very least the Dublin pubs seems equally

inexplicable. And yet, even among the older pubs of

Marrowbone’s own neighbourhood, the innumerable ads

for Powers tell a distinctly different tale.

We all know the fable of Dublin’s hostility to the

column still, the rise of blended scotch, and the

adulteration of good flavourful product among less

scrupulous bonders at home and, to the enormous

frustration of firms like the DDC, among innumerable

retailers far abroad. As far back as the 1878 publication

of the outraged Truths About Whiskey (half of whose

authors would join the DDC), Marrowbone Lane had

denounced the blended industry from every possible

pulpit and clung unwaveringly to its identity as a

superlative Dublin distillate. Famed for waxy, weighty,

well matured expressions of the Irish pure pot still style,

Marrowbone Lane had every bit as much faith in the
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superiority of that heritage as their Powers and Jameson

rivals who would one day be obliged, reluctantly, to

blend. When they finally joined forces with local rivals

old and young, the common ground and the common (or

column) enemy seemed equally clear.

In theory, the DDC should have been a kind of

IDL seventy years before the birth of IDL. With a united

leadership and a shared creative ethos, the firm should

have kept brands like Roes well positioned and well

distributed with the financial muscle of their combined

production. When I recently peeked at a Mitchell & Sons

sale report from the same year, however,

only one of their brands (DWD) was even on

sale at the prestigious Dublin wine shop as

opposed to five varietals of Jameson

(who admittedly had strong links to

Mitchell’s thanks to Green Spot) or

the Powers 7 year old that would

have cost you a penny more than a

four shillings and sixpence bottle of

DWD 10.

With a disorderly marketing

plan split between three competing brands all producing

stock in semi-autonomous facilities, the DDC never

consolidated its holdings, never diversified its brands into

anything beyond three shots at the top shelf, and never

promoted its own prestige with anything like the clarity

of Bow Street or John’s Lane. Despite all that liquid

sitting in the Liberties, in 1916 the company would have

been struggling to keep parity with Dublin’s two most

famous houses and quietly reeling from the 1909 results

of a Royal Commission declaring all blended whiskey

legally kosher. With their one clear mandate of protecting

the “Truths about Whiskey” and the security of pure

Dublin pot still turning quickly into warehouse vapour,

they seem to have responded by just making more

product and hoping for the best. Spicy yet subtle, waxy

yet winey, sherry casked “Irish pure pot still” still had an

awfully good name and the world, for the moment, still

asked for the Dublin stuff by name.

Then something happened in Dublin itself. If you

haven’t guessed what by now, lets just say you’re

thankfully well clear of Sackville Street this late in our

tale. While you were squandering your shillings on

expensive hooch, James Connolly and Padraig Pearse

were planning an Sunday insurrection that, thanks to

some last minute confusion, was delayed until Monday.

As the GPO environs descended into gunfire, the DDC’s

Marrowbone Lane and George Roe distilleries became a

de-facto crossroads between the city centre fighting and

the possibility of royal reinforcements from Kilmainham

and the Richmond Barracks. After briefly spreading

themselves between the two distilleries and the nearby

Watkins brewery, the three rebel companies of Éamonn

Ceannt’s 4th Battalion converged on the Marrowbone

Lane distillery, where Captain Seamus Murphy made use

of the warehouses and high chimneys to frustrate troop

movements toward Dublin Castle. One of only two sites

still in rebel hands at the time of the eventual surrender,

the distillery never made it through the subsequent

cocktail of imperial exclusion and American prohibition.

By the end of the Civil War, the DDC had closed

two of its three distilleries (most likely Marrowbone Lane

and Thomas Street) with the third site silent by 1926.

With enormous stocks of unsellable pot still and some

slim (sporadically even distilled) hopes of reigniting at

least the Jones’ Road distillery some day in the future, it

took the DDC until after World War II to sell off their

horrendously devalued whiskeys and wind up the

company once and for all. With Marrowbone Lane’s

sold-off product mostly washing up in dubious blends

(including an infamous “Irish American” Rye the society

once sampled), it’s hard to tell what the original liquid

might have tasted like if you’d been lucky enough to spot

it on that pub shelf in 1916.

Which brings us to today. For those who haven’t

already heard all the hubbub, the Irish Whiskey Society

has been working round the clock for the last few months

in collaboration with Sinéad Gilbert, Billy Leighton, and

the rest of our friends in Midleton to release a
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commemorative whiskey in light of the distillery’s

historical connection to the events of Easter Week.

Naturally, differences in contemporary distilling make a

stylistic replica impossible but, working closely with the

good folks down in the Midleton distillery, we’ve been

hard at work looking for a fluid that at least plays

gastronomic homage to the old school pot still flavours

and textures so ferociously championed by the DDC

themselves. In my own humble opinion, it’s the finest

whiskey we’ve ever bottled.

So what’s in those bottles? Obviously it

had to be a single pot still. Beyond that, we

requested that Irish Distillers give us a range of

samples strictly pulled from the heaviest, oiliest,

most traditional end of their distillate spectrum

in recognition of Dublin’s old reputation for full

bodied weight, subtle mustiness, and raw barley

spice. Although the whiskeys of Dublin’s

original empire (from what 1950s and 60s

remains we’ve been able to sample) would have

been even heavier again, the viscous oils

and earthy edges ofMidleton’s “trad pot”

distillates (usually only used as a vatting

component) are still the last great

testament to the basic culinary

imagination of the uniquely Irish heritage

that was once so dear to the hearts of our

lost top shelfers. Beyond the distillate, we

originally requested that the spirits be

exclusively matured in sherry casks, as

bourbon casks would have been unknown

in Irish whiskey before the 1950s.

Although we wanted a well aged

whiskey, it’s also worth remembering that

the “old” whiskeys of the Edwardians

weren’t nearly as old as the oldest

whiskeys of today. In those same 1916

Mitchell’s records, for example, the

Jameson pot still age spectrum ran from 7

to 10 to 1 3 year old bottles with a

cryptically labeled “Extra Old” offering at the top,

presumably meant to sell off excess stock at a premium.

Furthermore, with a heavy distillate still slightly less

heavy than the distillates of old, the logical effect (à la

the magic of modern Powers John’s Lane) was that

younger maturation in refill casks would minimize the

effects of the wood and allow as many oils as possible to

shine through the liquid, thereby preserving the more

distillate-driven style by other means.

To our shock, full maturation in today’s

much more effective sherry casks actually

disguised some of the distillate-driven oils we

were hoping to cultivate and although we were

offered some seriously impressive sherry bombs

at very ripe old ages, the closest culinary cues

actually emerged from a refill bourbon cask

trad pot left to finish in sherry for the last four

years of its 11 year maturation. Between the

less intrusive influence of its original cask and

the heaviness of the spirit (stained with just

the right level of Oloroso) we’re finally

confident that, whatever that long lost

liquid on a 1916 shelf might have

tasted like, the men that made it would

be honoured to share a glass of our

commemorative bottling in 2016.

Although preorders are already

available to all society members, plans

are currently afoot to give the release a

proper launch with all the fanfare the

society can provide for one of the most

historical distilleries in the history of

Dublin whiskey. Whatever happened to

Marrowbone Lane, one viscous sip

should be all it takes to convince our

members, the press, and, fingers

crossed, our new generation of

emerging distillers that everything oily

Dublin has lost might just be worth

distilling again.




